In this chapter excerpt, you’ll explore the complete API lifecycle. You’ll walk through the key SAP API Management components that support each phase, including the API designer, the API portal, the developer portal, and the API gateway.
Chapter 3
Managing the End-to-End Lifecycle of APIs

In this chapter, we look at the end-to-end lifecycle of application programming interfaces (APIs). After a short general discussion of API lifecycles, we’ll take a closer look at how SAP API Management supports that lifecycle. We’ll then run through a simple example that allows you to experience the different steps hands-on.

After reading the first chapters of this book, you should now have a good understanding of APIs as the building blocks of digital businesses and how they fit into the SAP strategy of an intelligent enterprise. In addition to this, you’ve read about how and why SAP API Management was implemented and how you can install and run it on your own instance of SAP Cloud Platform. In this chapter, we’ll take a closer look at the end-to-end lifecycle of APIs and at the tools SAP API Management offers to you in the lifecycle.

3.1 Overview of the API Lifecycle

Figure 3.1 shows the lifecycle of an API. As mentioned, APIs are used to create your digital business through apps and other channels.

Starting with channels in Figure 3.1, you see that several entities are mentioned, such as apps and business networks; however, this list isn’t complete as channels can also include social media and dedicated devices, among other things. In all cases, however, the APIs are the building blocks that allow you to address those channels.

APIs are well-defined interfaces that—in an ideal world—come with detailed documentation that allows every developer (right side of Figure 3.1) to build apps that support basically every channel. The developer doesn’t need to know anything about the backend or how the API is eventually implemented; with the information from the API, he or she can start developing right away.
And, as you can see from Figure 3.1, the data an API exposes can come from a lot of different API backends when you’re using SAP API Management—not only SAP backends but third-party backends too, as long as they support Representational State Transfer (REST)/OData or Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).

Figure 3.1 Lifecycle of an API

Now let’s take a closer look at the five phases of the lifecycle:

- **Design**
  In this phase, you design an API on the “coding” level.

- **Develop**
  In this phase, you implement your API using additional services and maybe even other APIs.

- **Manage**
  In this phase, you implement security and traffic management for your API. This is one of the most essential phases.

- **Meter and monetize**
  In this phase, you can meter your API and analyze its behavior, which will allow you to monetize it as well.

- **Engage**
  In this phase, you provide your API to the developers; the phase includes onboarding developers.

The aforementioned phases can be found in basically every API lifecycle. Sometimes, the phases may have different names, or there may be additional or extended steps, but, in general, the lifecycle will always look similar.

The following sections provide a closer look at what you can expect of the different phases in SAP API Management.

### 3.1.1 Design

The design phase actually may happen outside of SAP API Management. Given that you already have an existing API or suitable service somewhere in your backend, you can skip directly to the develop phase.

However, if you want to model your own API or maybe start with an existing API and make some changes to it on the specification level, this is the phase in which to do so.

SAP API Management provides the API designer tool supporting OpenAPI Specification (formerly known as Swagger) and RESTful API Modeling Language (RAML). In this phase, you can describe your own APIs, work on existing APIs, and eventually create your own API proxy in SAP API Management.

### 3.1.2 Develop

This phase is all about developing your own API. As with the next two phases, SAP API Management has you covered with the API portal. The API portal consists of various tools that you can use to build your own APIs.

In contrast to the design phase, you develop APIs on this level by working on existing APIs and/or services. You can easily build your own API proxies that rely on other APIs or on services. In the easiest implementation, your API will just reflect a service or API in the backend. In more complex scenarios, your API proxy can be based on several APIs and/or services as well as make calls out from within the policy editor, allowing you to include services in a complex configuration and implementation of your own API.
3.3 Manage
Managing an API is mainly about three things:
- Security
- Traffic management
- Mediation
Most likely, you’ll spend the bigger part of this phase in the policy editor, which allows you to apply policies to your APIs. With SAP API Management, you’ll get a set of predefined policies dealing with security, traffic management, and mediation. In addition, the editor will allow you to customize those policies, define your own policies, and even bundle them in templates.

3.4 Meter and Monetize
There are many reasons to check on your APIs and keep an eye on the traffic they generate and how they behave in general. Among the most prominent ones are these:
- Performance
- Security
- Monetization
If an API isn’t performing correctly, you may want to fix it, or if it isn’t really used, you probably want to remove it completely. In terms of security, you may want to check for any suspicious behavior in your system and analyze it. And, finally, you may want to know who is using your APIs and charge them for the usage.
All of these features are integrated into the API portal, where you can run analytics on your APIs and define rate plans to charge users of your APIs for the usage based on different criteria.

3.5 Engage
The last phase in the lifecycle should not be underestimated. Engaging with whomever is using your APIs is essential to the success of your APIs. This is not only true when your users are outside your company, but maybe even more so when they are inside your company.

3.2 Components of SAP API Management
By now, you should have a good understanding of what goes on in the different phases. In this section, we’ll look closer at the components mentioned earlier and what you can do with them.
Best practice is to get your SAP Cloud Platform trial account (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1) up and running and follow the explanations in your own instance. Please note that because we’re talking about a cloud implementation, you might find minor changes in the user interface (UI).

3.2.1 API Designer
The API designer is part of the SAP API Management service. After opening your SAP Cloud Platform cockpit, you can find the tool by clicking on Services and then Integration or by searching for it and clicking on API Management. After performing the steps in Chapter 2, your SAP API Management should already be enabled and look like the tile in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Enabled API Management Tile in the SAP Cloud Platform Cockpit
After clicking on **API Management**, your screen should now look like Figure 3.3.

![Figure 3.3 API Management with the Access API Designer Link](image)

On this overview page, you can find links to all the relevant tools, including the API designer. As you can see, the overview page also lets you know in which regions SAP API Management is available.

Let’s explore the API designer, beginning with the different options to access it and following with the key menus.

**Access**

After clicking on **Access API Designer**, the API designer will open as shown in Figure 3.4. At startup, the API designer opens with some skeleton coding that shows the basic entities to be expected in an OpenAPI description. With that said, don’t be concerned about the errors it shows on the right side, as the description is by no means complete. However, this is only one way to open the API designer; in your everyday work, you may prefer one of the others we’ll discuss next.

![Figure 3.4 API Designer at Startup](image)

Another even more convenient way to open the API designer in real life scenarios is by clicking on **Access API Portal** and then choosing **Develop** from the navigation pane in the API portal (see Figure 3.5).

![Figure 3.5 Accessing the API Designer from the API Portal](image)

A screen with a list of all existing APIs will open. From this screen, you can open the API designer by clicking on **Create in API Designer** (see Figure 3.6).
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3.2 Components of SAP API Management

File

The File menu (see Figure 3.8) is probably the menu you’ll use the most. It allows you to generate new files (New) that will look exactly like the one you’ll see when you open an empty API designer.

Figure 3.8 The File Menu in the API Designer

The next three entries starting with Paste allow you to paste JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), RAML, and OData metadata into your file. By clicking on one of these entries, a small editor window will open. Figure 3.9 shows the editor for JSON. Note that the editor checks the coding for validity.

Figure 3.9 Pasting JSON Coding into Your File
In addition to pasting coding into your file, you can import complete files by clicking the **Import File** menu item. Accepted files include YAML and JSON formats. By clicking **Save**, you can create or update your API in SAP API Management. If you create an API from scratch, the API designer will ask you to provide a name. This new API will then show up in your list of APIs in the API portal. Finally, you export your APIs in YAML or JSON format by clicking on **Download YAML** and **Download JSON**, respectively.

### Preferences

The **Preferences** menu allows you to change the look and feel of the API designer according to your personal needs and preferences. In addition to setting the font size (**Font Size**) and going back to the default setting (**Reset Editor Settings**), you can make very specific changes through **Editor Settings** (see Figure 3.10). When clicking on **Editor Settings**, the possible settings (shown in Figure 3.11) will open on the right side of your API designer screen. As you can see, there are a lot of settings possible. It would go a bit too far to explain them all here, but most are self-explanatory. Feel free to play around with those settings until you find the user experience matching your needs.

The last menu item in **Preferences** allows you to modify the behavior of the API designer even further. As you can see from Figure 3.12, you can mainly change the “live” behavior of the editor here. This may be helpful if you encounter specific issues with live rendering or auto complete.

Usually, the preset settings will do just fine, but for more complex specifications, the features may be bothersome, and you probably want to turn **Live Rendering** and/or **Auto-complete** off. The first might make rendering the code slower, while the second might be tricky if you use coding with a lot of nonstandard expressions.

![Figure 3.10 Creating a Convenient Development Environment through Preferences](image)

![Figure 3.11 Editor Settings for the API Designer](image)

![Figure 3.12 Editor Preferences for the API Designer](image)
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3.2 Components of SAP API Management
Generate Server

The Generate Server menu, shown in Figure 3.13, allows you to easily generate server stubs. You can choose between JAX-RS, Node.js, and Spring. With this feature, the API designer supports the complete lifecycle of an API.

![Generate Server menu](image)

**Figure 3.13** Generating Server Stubs in API Designer

Figure 3.14 shows an example dialog for a Node.js server stub generation. After changing the default entry of Artifact (recommended), you can now create your own server stub by clicking on Generate Project. A nodejs-server.zip will be created and downloaded or offered for download by your browser.

This file now represents your application that you can upload and use in other environments such as Cloud Foundry in SAP Cloud Platform.

![Generating a Node.js server Stub from the API Designer](image)

**Figure 3.14** Generating a Node.js server Stub from the API Designer

Help

The Help menu (see Figure 3.15) provides a link to the Open API Initiative (OAI) and allows you to go directly to the OpenAPI Specification GitHub by choosing Open API Specs.

![Help menu](image)

**Figure 3.15** Help in API Designer

The Show Introduction Help option provides you with an overlay that is pretty basic but is intended to help you get the lay of the land when it comes to getting started with the API designer (see Figure 3.16).

![Help with First Steps in API Designer](image)

**Figure 3.16** Help with First Steps in API Designer

3.2.2 API Portal

While the API designer is all about specifications and coding, the API portal takes a different approach and provides you with an interface that allows you to create, configure, and manage your APIs. Figure 3.17 shows the landing page of the API portal with an expanded “hamburger” menu. As you can see, the landing page provides you with an overview of what is happening with your APIs at a glance.
You can reach the most relevant actions directly from the landing page (Quick Actions) and see your API Traffic, how many errors happened (API Errors), how many of your APIs are already deployed (APIs), and much more, including the performance of the APIs, applications, products, and rate plans used for the monetization of your APIs.

We’ll go through the different tools in more detail in Section 3.3, so we’ll focus on the main menu options of the API portal here.

Discover
As the building blocks of your digital business, APIs can in many cases be taken quite literally. In other words, you build APIs in many scenarios that are based on already existing APIs and combine them in a way that works for you. Or you just consume an API, connect it to your backend, and then expose it through SAP API Management.

Unfortunately, in the real world, more often than not, you don’t know if a functionality or service is already implemented somewhere else or if there is an existing API that you could reuse.

SAP helps you with this problem by providing a central repository for SAP, partner services, and APIs called the SAP API Business Hub. You can reach this repository through https://api.sap.com.

However, just providing a URL isn’t a very integrated approach if you already offer an SAP API Management solution. This is where the Discover page comes in to provide a direct connection to the SAP API Business Hub repository from within the API portal (see Figure 3.18).

While the landing page provides you with the highlights of SAP API Business Hub, you can access all available resources by clicking on All. Figure 3.19 shows the list of available resources. As you can see, it can become confusing or overcrowded very quickly. Therefore, in addition to offering a search functionality, you can filter the entries by Lines Of Business (LoBs), Vendor, and so on.

After choosing a specific service, you’ll get detailed information for that service and can easily find out if it fits your needs. Figure 3.20 shows an example for SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation. Note that you can go directly to the SAP API Business Hub from here by clicking on the View in API Business Hub link in the upper-right corner.
While additional information, such as documents with product information or links to further resources, might be found by clicking on Documents, you’ll likely investigate Artifacts most of the time. Through Artifacts, you can access the services that are offered as shown in Figure 3.21. As you can see, there is a button under Actions that you can click to open a context menu that allows you to copy the API (in this case, a REST API) directly into your SAP API Management instance.
After clicking on OK, your list of APIs will open and show you a new entry (see Figure 3.23). You’ve now copied the API into your SAP API Management instance and can use it as any other API in your list.

Through the Develop page, you can create your own APIs from scratch, import APIs from a file, or create them in the API designer. Then you can create products that usually are based on APIs. Applications are built in the developer portal, so you can’t create them here, but you can have a look at them, see who developed them, and get additional details on the app. Policy templates aren’t created here either; you can only import them from here. If you want to create a policy template, you have to do that in the policy editor.

Let’s take a closer look at the API itself. As you can see from Figure 3.25, the Overview page for an API gives you all the relevant information on an API. However, on this screen, you can also find some of the most relevant tools when dealing with your APIs.

While Proxy EndPoint and Target EndPoint give you more information on the API that you can use, the Resources tab gives an overview on the methods you can invoke on your APIs. As you can see from Figure 3.26, you not only get the method name but also what kind of method it is (Post), and you can try it out (choose Try out).
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By clicking on the method, you can now expand it, get even more information on the method, and even set parameters before you try it out (see Figure 3.27).

You may have noticed that you can only try out your API here but can’t make any changes. To change your API, and especially the resources, you can open the sub-menu of Edit in the upper-right corner of your screen (see Figure 3.28).

The most important is the pencil icon, which will open an additional dialog when clicked. Figure 3.30 show the Edit Resources dialog that will open with an opened sub-menu. As you can see, you can change the name, the Path Prefix (basically the relative location of the resource in your SAP API Management instance), and even the Operations and the type (i.e., you can add and remove operations depending on your needs and what you want to allow a developer to do with your API).

In addition, you can add extensive documentation for your API and methods/operations here. As you can see, the dialog comes with an editor that allows you to create your own documentation, including different font styles, formatting, links, and so on.
While in Edit mode, the upper-right corner will offer different links/buttons, as shown in Figure 3.31. Here you can Save your changes or Cancel them, and all changes are void.

Warning

Even though you’ll get a warning, when trying to leave the page without saving, your changes will only be saved after clicking on Save. If you leave the page in an unexpected way (e.g., by closing the browser), your work will be lost.

After saving your changes, you can then return to the original links, including the aforementioned Policies, Copy, and Edit in the upper-right corner. While Copy simply allows you to copy your API (see Figure 3.32), which, in many cases, means just giving it a new name and then working on the copy, Policies is a much more interesting option as it opens the policy editor (see Figure 3.33).
The policy editor allows you to apply predefined policies on your APIs and even create your own policies to manage the behavior of your APIs. To use it, you first must click on Edit (see Figure 3.33).

As the policy editor will be explained in detail in Chapter 5, let’s just have a look at the UI and what it offers. Starting on the right, you see a set of policies you can use:

- **Security Policies**
- **Traffic Management Policies**
- **Mediation Policies**
- **Extension Policies**

The first three are predefined policies deal with a specific topic (e.g., Security), and you can configure them to your specific needs. The last one (Extension Policies) allows you to build your own policies.

If you already clicked on Edit, you’ll realize that the plus sign on the right side is still gray (i.e., inactive); this is because you haven’t yet decided to which flow you want to add the policy. The flow defines when a policy is executed. For example, click on *Pre-Flow* beneath ProxyEndpoint on the right (see Figure 3.34).

![Figure 3.34 Choosing a Flow](image)

The plus icon is now available, so you can add policies to the flow. Figure 3.35 shows an added policy (BasicAuthentication).

![Figure 3.35 Added Policy in the Policy Editor](image)

You may have noticed the three points in the Edit menu of your API that weren’t mentioned yet. Figure 3.36 shows them expanded. Under this menu entry, you can find the following:

- **Debug**
  - Allows you to access the debug functionality discussed under Test.
- **Deploy**
  - Deploys an API after it’s thoroughly tested.
- **Export**
  - Allows you to export your API to a file.
- **Delete**
  - Deletes your API.
Because dealing with APIs is so essential, we’ve taken the time to have a closer look. However, the functionality for products and applications is pretty simple and will be discussed in Section 3.3. Policy templates will be discussed in Chapter 5 when we take a deep dive into the policy editor. Now, let’s switch to the Configure page.

**Configure**

The Configure page (see Figure 3.37) allows you to deal with three entities:

- **API Providers**
  Allows you access to predefined API providers such as backend systems (e.g., an SAP Gateway system).

- **Certificates**
  Allows you to create/upload security certificates into SAP API Management.

- **Key Value Maps**
  Allows you to store (encrypted) key value maps.

**Figure 3.37 Configure Page in the API Portal**

API Providers (see Figure 3.37) are basically a representation of any kind of API provider, which means that you can create a representation here that is pointing to a backend system (e.g., an SAP Gateway system) or a specific service (OData/REST, SOAP).

Certificates also play an important role in securing your APIs. More specifically, they allow you to use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to establish an encrypted connection between a web server and a web client. In other words, it allows you to use HTTPS instead of simple and unsecure HTTP.

As certificates and security in general are a rather complex topic, you can find the details on this topic in Chapter 8. Figure 3.38 shows the dialog you can use to create certificates (after clicking on Configure > Certificates > Create). As you can see, you can choose between Trust Store and Key Store certificates (for details, see Chapter 8).

**Figure 3.38 Creating Certificates in the API Portal**

For backend systems, it usually makes sense to create an API provider and later use this provider in the API creation; however, for services from a certain point of view, it only makes sense if you plan to use the service in more than one API as you can point to a specific service directly when creating an API.

**Note**

We recommend implementing specific rules for the API product manager and developer that ensure a certain consistency in your SAP API Management instance. One rule could be that you have to create an API provider for every service and backend that you’re using in an API, after checking that there is no duplicate in your list of API providers.
Key Value Maps allow you to create a set of key/value pairs, which come in handy when you need access to data during runtime and you don’t want this data to show up in your API proxy logic (i.e., any kind of coding).

One scenario is that you connect through SAP API Management to other systems that may not support the single sign-on (SSO) mechanisms of SAP API Management or that you want to connect to a backend system using a service user. In such a scenario, you can create a key value map that stores, for example, the user credentials for the service user. When configuring your API proxy logic, you can now access this information and use it as part of your coding. For example, you can allow or deny a user access to the backend system based on the information that user already provided to SAP API Management.

To access the dialog you can use to create key value maps (see Figure 3.39), choose Configure → Key Value Maps → Create (see Chapter 7, Section 7.5 for further details).

![Figure 3.39 Creating Key Value Maps in the API Portal](image)

Monetize

The Monetize page (see Figure 3.40) gives you access to the following:

- **Rate Plans**
  A rate plan allows you to charge for the usage of your APIs by attaching a rate plan to a product.

- **Bills**
  The bills and billing details for specific users (usually developers) in a specific month are provided.

![Figure 3.40 API Portal Access to the Relevant Monetization Tools](image)

The Rate Plans tab allows you to charge for the usage of your APIs. As you can see in Figure 3.41, the rate plan has an associated product; that is, a rate plan is always attached to a product.

![Figure 3.41 Creating a Rate Plan in the API Portal](image)
You can add a basic charge for the usage and/or charge by API call. In addition, you can define different costs depending on the overall usage (e.g., give a discount if a certain number is reached). For more details, see Chapter 9.

Bills (see Figure 3.42) are generated automatically per user (i.e., developer) using your APIs. Access to your APIs is always established through the products you created, and you can define your own rate plan for every product. Based on those rate plans, SAP API Management automatically calculates the costs for specific developers (see Figure 3.42) and generates a bill. You can access those bills for any given month. For more information on monetization and bills, see Chapter 9.

![Figure 3.42 Example for a Bill in the API Portal](image)

Analyze
The Analyze page (see Figure 3.43) allows you to run analytics on your APIs. By default, you'll already see the most relevant information such as API Response Time, Total API Calls, or Total API Errors. While some of the information is available as simple numbers, other information is displayed as a graphic.

![Figure 3.43 Analyze: Analytics for Your APIs in the API Portal](image)

To make things easier, you can access this information for predefined time periods: Last 6 Months, Last 30 Days, Week, Day, and Hour. However, if you want to look into a different time period, you can define it through the Custom option. For detailed information on how to use analytics on your APIs, see Chapter 11.

Test
The Test page (see Figure 3.44) provides a test console for your APIs. As you can see, you can choose your API on the left and then test it. Through the test console, you can
not only call the API but also define the method type to be invoked and provide headers and URL parameters to be used when calling your API. For example, if an API key is required in the header information, you can provide it here. In addition, you can provide authentication information during the call using the Authentication: None link.

Figure 3.44  Testing Your APIs in the SAP API Portal

**Note**

Although most developers prefer their own tools to test their APIs, using the API URL in other tools, such as Postman, is supported and is an alternative or addition to the test console in the API portal.

Through the Test page, you can also start the debugger for your APIs (Debug button). Figure 3.45 shows a running—yet empty—debugger. In a live system with relevant usage, you would directly see any traffic on the API and the debug information. If you use a test system, use another tab or any app to call your API to see what is happening in the debugger. Because debugging is expensive in terms of resources, the debugging will automatically stop after 10 minutes.

Figure 3.45  A Started—Yet Empty—Debugger in the API Portal

### 3.2.3 Developer Portal

The developer portal (see Figure 3.46) is specifically designed for the onboarding of your developers, that is, the people you expect to use your APIs. While the developer portal can be used internally, it’s also designed to be used externally as an entry point for external developers and partners. So, if you want to expose your APIs to the outside world, for example, through api.yourcompanyname.com, this web address might point to the developer portal.

**Note**

We show the developer portal in the predefined SAP design. Customizing the developer portal to fit your needs and corporate identity is possible though, as mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.
Let’s look closer at Figure 3.46. Basically, there are four main links, which we’ll explore further in the following sections:

- **Home**
  This link takes you back to the landing page.

- **Manage**
  Depending on your role, you may or may not see this link as it allows you to manage your developer portal.

- **My Workspace**
  This is where the developer finds an overview of all his applications and—if applicable—any involved costs.

- **Test Console**
  This link allows you to access the SAP API Management test console in a similar fashion as in the API portal.

The Home page (refer to Figure 3.46) is the landing page for your developer portal and displays, by default, the APIs (i.e., products in SAP API Management terminology) available to a developer. As you can see on the upper right, the developer has to be logged in, hence the greeting and the Logout option. The API developer/manager/administrator can decide which APIs a developer will see based on the user and the assigned roles.

### Note

Assuming that our readers have a keen eye, we don’t want to hide the Classic Design link on the screenshot. At the time of writing (fall 2019), the link would have taken you to the classic design of the developer portal. However, by the time you read this book, the link should be gone.

The Home page not only allows a developer to display existing APIs/products but also allows a developer to view the details directly and, more importantly, subscribe to a product (see Figure 3.47).
Clicking on **Subscribe** in Figure 3.47 will open a popup that allows you to choose between **Create New Application** and **Add to Existing Application**. Note that this means that your applications can be based on more than one product.

**Manage**

The **Manage** page (see Figure 3.48) helps you manage your users, that is, developers. You can use the following capabilities:

- **E-mail Configuration**
  Enter an email address that will get information on all incoming and pending user requests.

- **Pending Requests**
  View all pending user requests, including some additional information and relevant actions for the administrator.

- **Registered Users**
  View all already registered users, including some additional information and all relevant actions for administrators to deal with users.

All links will take you to a central page on which you can directly deal with the configuration and the pending and registered users.

**Note**

Probably the most common way to set up your developer portal is with a self-registration option. This means when a user not yet known to the system navigates to your developer portal, he will get a link to get registered. This will generate a request and—if configured correctly—your administrator will get an email that there is a pending request to be dealt with. In addition, note that we recommend using a generic email handle for the administrator email instead of a specific person (e.g., administrator@yourapidevportal.com).

**My Workspace**

The **My Workspace** page (see Figure 3.49) gives you an overview of all existing applications and allows you to deal with applications in general. The most common action is probably available through the plus icon, which allows you to create a new application based on existing products. If you don’t need an application anymore, you can use the little trash can icon to delete the application.
Creating new applications or adding a product to an application can be done directly on the landing page too. By clicking on any product on the landing page, you can add that product to an existing application or create a new application based on that product.

Through My Workspace, you can also access information on how your applications are performing (Performance Analytics) and determine whether there are any errors (Error Analytics). Assuming that everything is running smoothly, the most interesting option for most developers will be the costs (Cost). Figure 3.50 shows an example of what the cost report could look like.

If you think that this can’t be all, you’re right. In addition to the development itself, which isn’t considered in this chapter (see Chapter 10 for details on that), developers will spend some time in the application screen itself. By simply clicking on an application, you can access the application itself.

Figure 3.51 shows the application screen for the Procurement Application. As you can see, you get an overview of the general Application Info, any Products the application is based on, and application-specific Analytics. One of the most relevant pieces of information, the Application Key, is stored in the Application Info. This key, sometimes referred to as the API key, is a necessary prerequisite to access most APIs/products.
API portal; however, it basically offers the same options to test your APIs minus the debugging capability.

![Test Console Page in the Developer Portal](image)

**Figure 3.52 Test Console Page in the Developer Portal**

### 3.2.4 API Gateway

The API gateway underlies all lifecycle steps from *manage* to *engage*. In short, the API gateway (yes, the name might be a bit misleading), is the runtime component for SAP API Management. Then again, the component supports the implementation of all the features of SAP API Management from security through traffic management to monetization. So, in the end, it kind of is the API gateway.

We’ll take a closer look at what you can do with it in the next section.

### 3.3 Lifecycle of APIs

Let’s now close the circle by diving into the lifecycle of an API by running through the complete process in the system using some example data.

We’ll walk through a simple API creation starting with an SAP Gateway system as an API provider.

#### 3.3.1 Create an API Provider

As mentioned before, it isn’t necessary to create an API provider in every instance. We do, however, recommend it in many cases because it’s cleaner and helps other users understand existing APIs easier. This is especially true if there is the need or possibility to reuse the API provider.

For our example, we’ll use the ES5 demo system that is available to everyone and gives you access to a SAP Gateway system for testing and developing (which you’ll remember from Chapter 2, Section 2.3).

**Note**

In Chapter 4, Section 4.3, we’ll discuss API providers in more detail. We’ll walk through an on-premise backend example and take a look at further options.

Given that you have a user in the ES5 system, you can now focus on creating an API provider. To create an API provider, you can either follow the path **Configure • API Provider • Create** or simply click on **API Provider** on the home screen of your API portal (in **Quick Actions**).

Either way, the resulting screen will be as shown in Figure 3.53. On the **Overview** tab of the **Add API Provider** screen, you can provide a name for your API provider and a description. In this case, use "ES5" as the **Name** and enter whatever you feel is appropriate for the **Description**.
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